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Comparative genometrics of microorganisms is a relatively new area, in which genome properties are translated into numerical indexes. Such
indexes can be used for a comprehensive and comparative analysis of microbial genomes, contributing to the understanding of their evolution.
This work presents a new method for quantitative determination of gene strand bias in prokaryotic chromosomes, in which data transformation of
gene position skew leads to a numerical index that can be applied to quantitative comparisons of genome organization. It was applied in the
comparative analysis of 49 completely sequenced Firmicutes genomes, allowing the distinction of groups defined according to their patterns of
gene strand preference. The resulting groups revealed that, regarding gene strand bias, reduced genomes are, in general, the more disordered
among Firmicutes, while genomes of extremophile organisms comprehend those with the highest degree of genome organization in this phylum.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Keywords: Comparative genomics; Gene order; Chromosome organizationGene distribution and orientation within genomes have
important functional implications [1]. One example is the
organization of operons, in which contiguous and co-oriented
genes are cotranscribed in polycistronic RNAs [2]. The
replication process also influences gene organization in the
chromosome, as exemplified by the common location of dnaA
genes close to the replication origin as a strategy to regulate the
cell division process [3]. Another important pattern of gene
distribution within genomes is their preferential location in the
leading strand of the chromosome, which can be interpreted as
evidence of gene essentiality [4].
Some methods to estimate gene strand bias have been
described [5,6]. However, these methods do not allow
quantitative estimates, and, therefore, more specialized methods
are needed to survey the massive amount of genome sequence⁎ Corresponding author. Departamento de Biologia Molecular e Biotecnolo-
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doi:10.1016/j.ygeno.2007.07.010data currently available. With that in mind, we developed an
algorithm for quantitative determination of gene strand bias in
prokaryotic chromosomes based on the preference of gene
distribution and orientation along the chromosome. This
method produces a numeric value that represents the degree
of gene strand bias of a genome and can be used for the
comparison of different genomes.
Results and discussion
The developed algorithm is applicable to prokaryotic
genomes with single replication origins (OriC) and for which
the OriC position was either experimentally determined or
computationally predicted. Prior to inclusion in the analyzed
samples, the OriC position was verified for each genome, based
on previously described methods [7]. For calculation purposes,
OriC was defined as the first base of the file containing the
genome sequence, provided this position corresponded to the
functionally or theoretically predicted OriC position. Genome
files that were not in agreement with this criterion were adjusted
accordingly.
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strand bias index (Cn), which was calculated as described under
Materials and methods. After Cn is calculated for each gene in a
genome, starting from OriC, it can be plotted against n or the
gene start coordinate, and the resulting plots represent the
tendency of gene orientation along the entire chromosome.
According to this formula, a portion of a genome with an
accumulation of genes in the leading strand will be seen as an
increment in Cn values, as genes in the leading strand have an
additive effect, while a preponderancy of genes in the lagging
strand causes a decrement in Cn. This situation is exemplified
well by the Mesoplasma florum genome [8], in which the gene
strand bias toward the leading strand in the first half of the
genome (starting from OriC) is clearly inverted at the terminus
of replication (TerC), as can be seen by the change in the graph
direction (from an ascending to a descending curve) (Fig. 1).
Although the Cn plot gives a good representation of gene
distribution on the two strands of a genome, it is not possible to
take Cn absolute values for comparisons between genomes, as
the differences in gene number from one genome to another lead
to incomparable Cn data, even if the chromosomes have similar
gene distributions. Therefore, it was necessary to find a way to
normalize the values of gene strand preference among different
genomes. The observation that a completely ordered genome,
with its first half containing all genes in the leading strand and
its second half containing all genes in the lagging strand (Fig.
2A), produces gene strand bias graphs with Pearson's
correlation coefficients (r) [9] of 1 and −1 between Cn and n,
if the two halves are considered separately (Figs. 2B and 2C,
respectively), allowed the use of that statistic descriptor to
normalize Cn values among different genomes. Proportionally
higher Pearson's coefficients between the set of values of Cn
and n would correspond to genome portions with stronger biasFig. 1. Cumulative gene strand bias graph of the M. florum genome. Dark lines at
represent genome base pairs and numbers on the y axis indicate absolute values oftoward gene location in the leading strand, while proportionally
lower ones are expected to correspond to genome portions with
the opposite behavior. The observed curve and coefficient
behaviors are the expected ones for most prokaryotic genomes,
which typically present genes co-oriented with the direction
of replication in each genome half [10]. Deviances from this
model occur [11], and for such atypical genomes, comparative
analyses based on plots of Cn-derived indexes would not be
possible, although such indexes would be still valid to describe
the gene strand bias for each individual genome.
A simple form to describe the level of gene strand bias for
any prokaryotic genome in a way that would allow quantitative
comparisons between genomes would be to calculate the square
of the Pearson's correlation coefficient (r2) between Cn and n
for the two halves of the genome and then determine the average
between the obtained values. The square calculation was
necessary because Pearson's coefficients cannot be used for
direct averaging, since their values are not linear functions of
the magnitude of the relation between the variables. The r2
value, however, does not represent all the information on a
genome's gene strand preference. For some genomes, genes can
be distributed in stretches with alternating gene strand
preference along the chromosome. In situations like that, a
stretch with gene strand preference opposite to that of its
flanking regions corresponds to a genome structure (called here
an inversion island) that is likely to have important functional
implications, as, for instance, in the cases of pathogenicity
islands [12] and clusters of genes coding for restriction-
modification systems [13]. A simple way to reflect the presence
of inversion islands within a chromosome in a single index is to
calculate r2 in a sliding window fashion, which will produce
higher values for more structured regions (i.e., those with more
genes positioned in the same strand). By varying the windowthe bottom represent gene positions along the genome. Numbers on the x axis
the cumulative gene strand bias (Cn).
Fig. 2. (A) Cn value plot for a completely ordered conceptual genome. To
illustrate the concept of Cn graph partition, the (B) first and (C) second halves of
this genome were considered separately, producing gene strand bias graphs with
Pearson's correlation coefficients (r) of 1 and −1, respectively.
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sensitivity) for the identification of positions in the genome that
deviate from the neighbor current Cn increment or decrementFig. 3. Simulation of accumulated strand bias graphs for different types of gene
strand distribution. (A) and (B) correspond to highly disordered genomes, with
gene positions derived from pseudo-random number generation. (C) and (D)
correspond to highly ordered genomes, with gene positions determined
according to an equitable gene partition between the two chromosome
replication halves. (A) and (C) were designed to represent small genomes,
comprising 671 genes each, while (B) and (D) represent large genomes,
comprising 5134 genes each. Each data point on the x axis corresponds to the
position of one gene in the simulated genome, while each y-axis value is the
corresponding accumulated gene strand bias.tendency. This generates a gene strand preference index (gespi)
that provides a quantitative estimate of gene strand bias for any
given prokaryotic genome (including the linear ones), provides
736 M.O. de Carvalho, H.B. Ferreira / Genomics 90 (2007) 733–740information on the degree of overall co-orientation between
genes and the replication process, and can be compared between
different genomes.To test whether gespi values are representative of gene strand
bias for both small and large genomes, we simulated data for four
hypothetical genomes, two with 671 genes (one completely
737M.O. de Carvalho, H.B. Ferreira / Genomics 90 (2007) 733–740ordered regarding gene strand bias and the other with random
gene strand preference) and twowith 5134 genes (again with one
completely ordered regarding gene strand bias and the other with
random gene strand preference). As can be seen in Fig. 3, the
simulated data confirm that gespi is representative of gene strand
bias for both small and large genomes, with gespi values falling
between the predicted boundaries both for completely ordered
genomes (gespi values of 99.51 and 99.93 for the small and the
large genome, respectively) and for those with randomly ordered
genes (gespi values of 0.0002 and 0.0001 for the small and the
large genome, respectively).
Our method was initially validated for the genomic
comparative analysis, calculating gespi and the corresponding
Cn-plotting graphs (Supplementary data, part 1) for 49
Firmicutes genomes. A strong correlation was observed
between gespi and the Cn graphs, indicating that they are
complementary indicators of gene strand bias. Like TS plots
[5], Cn plots are visual indicators of large differences in gene
strand preference. On the other hand, the gespi method,
derived from Cn data, is able to detect both small and large
differences in gene strand bias between genomes. For instance,
Cn plots (or TS plots) of Bacillus subtilis and M. florum are
quite similar, suggesting comparable levels of gene strand
preference. However, when the gespi method is applied to
these genomes, we can demonstrate that small differences in
gene strand bias, scattered along the genomes and not detected
in the plots, result in an overall quantitative difference of more
than 40% (gespi values of 29.81, for B. subtilis, and 69.66, for
M. florum).
It was proposed that gene strand bias is more evident in
Firmicutes than in other bacteria groups [14]. However, our
gespi-based analysis showed that, in the Mollicutes class, the
members of the Pulmonis group show a nearly random gene
distribution. For instance, strains J, 232, and 7448 of Myco-
plasma hyopneumoniae [15,16] andMycoplasma synoviae [15]
present highly disordered genomes, with gespi values of 4.79,
3.38, 6.14, and 1.28, respectively These are in contrast with the
highly ordered genomes of the non-Pulmonis mollicute M.
florum (gespi=69.66) and other Firmicutes (gespi values
between 29.81 and 62.42). This contrast may be correlated
with an evolutionary change occurred early in the Pulmonis
group. It has been suggested that the use of alternative DNA
polymerase subunits (DnaE or PolC) in the replication of each
strand in Firmicutes is responsible, at least in part, by the
generation of more pronounced gene strand bias [14]. However,
both dnaE and polC genes are present in all Pulmonis group
genomes, which excludes a loss of one of these genes during the
process of gene reduction as a simple explanation for the
observed low degree of gene strand bias. Alternatively, weFig. 4. Hierarchical clustering results using both the calculated gespi and its compone
assumed to start at the first nucleotide position of the genome, as is usual for annota
letters on the right. Groups A and B are constituted mainly of Bacilli bacteria, with th
gespi values (45.80 to 50.33), while group B have low–intermediate gespi values (29
the Firmicutes phylum, with group E comprehending the most ordered genomes (gesp
from 1.28 to 17.49). Group E is essentially constituted of extremophile organisms
Mollicutes species from the Pulmonis group.hypothesize that Pulmonis group species have a higher rate of
genomic recombination and rearrangement than other Molli-
cutes. According to that, we found that the level of synteny,
which is reduced by recombination and rearrangement events, is
higher in non-Pulmonis genomes, such as those of the
Pneumoniae group, comprising Mycoplasma genitalium [17]
and M. pneumoniae [18], which have corresponding higher
gespi indexes (46.05 and 45.44, respectively).
The gespi component values can also be informative, since
they can be specifically analyzed to identify tendencies in gene
distribution in the whole chromosome. Therefore, they are
useful for comparative analysis, such as hierarchical clustering,
from which patterns of genome structuring can be inferred. To
demonstrate that, 49 Firmicutes genomes were grouped
according to their patterns of gene strand distribution based
on gespi and its components (Fig. 4). From the resulting
clustering, it was possible to delineate different groups of
genomes according to their values of gespi, defined as groups A
to F in Fig. 4. For instance, the most disordered genomes (group
F), comprehending Firmicutes subjected to genome reduction,
were consistently grouped, with few exceptions. Additionally, it
was possible to define a group of highly ordered genomes
(group E), essentially formed by extremophile organisms,
which is suggestive of a possible evolutionary relationship
between gene strand bias and adaptation to extreme environ-
ments and remains to be investigated.
Discrepancies in gene strand preferences evidenced by gespi
analysis can be further analyzed using complementary bioinfor-
matics approaches. For instance, approximately the same gespi
index was calculated for the two Phytoplasma species analyzed,
aster yellow phytoplasma [19] (AYWP) and onion yellow
phytoplasma [20] (OYP), but they did not group in the
hierarchical cluster analysis, evidencing differences in their
genome structures regarding gene strand bias. While the AYWP
first replichore is highly organized, with genes mostly
positioned in the leading strand, the OYP chromosome presents
an opposite architecture, with the second replichore holding
most genes in the leading strand. The alignment of the AYWP
and OYP genomes (Fig. 5) confirms that, indeed, there are
different architectures in these two phytoplasma chromosomes,
which are due to a large inversion of the structured region,
although the OriC and TerC regions of both chromosomes were
kept syntenic.
It can be argued that the simple ratio between the number of
genes in the leading strand and the total number of genes would
be a good parameter to evaluate gene strand bias. However, our
approach allows a more comprehensive view of gene location,
taking into account both the overall gene distribution in the two
strands and the occurrence of local structural patterns. Althoughnts as variables. Darker tones indicate lower values. The origin of replication was
ted genomes deposited in the NCBI database. Defined groups are identified by
e exception of Clostridia species in group A. Group A species have intermediate
.81 to 35.19). Groups E and F correspond to the extremes of gespi distribution in
i values from 60.14 to 69.66) and group F, the most disordered ones (gespi values
(with the sole exception of M. florum), while group F is constituted mainly of
Fig. 5. Dot-plot alignment of the aster yellow phytoplasma (y axis) and onion yellow phytoplasma (x axis) genomes, and the corresponding graphs of r2w values for the
whole chromosomes. Shaded areas correspond to rearranged genome regions.
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in the leading strand, this value is considered only after the
value of 0.5, corresponding to the expected gene fraction in a
strand in a case of random distribution (50%), is subtracted from
it. A simple example of the advantage of using gespi instead of
the simple ratio between genes in the leading strand and the total
number of genes would be any case in which we have a clear
preponderance of genes in one strand of a replichore, while the
genes in the other replichore are randomly distributed between
the two strands. Situations like that happen, for instance, in the
OYP and AYWP genomes, in which gene distributions in the
lagging and leading strands are not equitable in the two
replichores. Using the gespi approach, these irregular gene
distributions between replichores can be both detected and
measured, resulting in corresponding lower index values
(25.01, for OYP, and 26.02, for AYWP) in comparison to
those obtained for genomes with nearly equal gene distributions
(gespi values around 45.00).
Finally, to demonstrate that gespi is applicable to broader
phylogenetic surveys, we performed a gespi analysis for 35
additional genomes, including representative samples from 12Eubacteria phyla outside Firmicutes (Supplementary data, part
2). This allowed us to establish interesting evolutionary
correlations based on gene strand bias. For instance, we found
that extremophile genomes appear among the most organized
genomes (higher gene strand bias) in the Deltaproteobacteria
(e.g., Geobacter sulfurreducens, with gespi=22.08) and
Firmicute (e.g., Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans, with
gespi=62.42) groups. This is in agreement with a recent study
[21] that showed that co-orientation of transcription and
replication is due to selective pressure for processive, efficient,
and accurate replication, considering that an organized pattern
of gene orientation in relation to OriC would help extremophile
organisms to overcome difficulties in transcription and
replication under harsh environmental conditions. However,
extremophiles from the Thermotogae and Deinococcus–
Thermus group are far less organized regarding gene strand
bias (with gespi values of 5.56 and 1.82 for Thermotoga
maritima and Thermus thermophilus, respectively), suggesting
that within this group alternative biological mechanisms for
DNA and RNA synthesis coordination may be in operation,
deserving specific investigation.
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titative measurement of gene strand preference, but in a sim-
plified form and with less resolution, in which the cumulative
index of gene strand preference (TS) corresponded to the per-
centage of genes in a given strand (leading or lagging) in a
window of several genes. Although our method also uses a
sliding window strategy, Cn, its main data component is
obtained using each gene position as a data point, allowing for a
more discriminatory analysis of gene strand bias.
Overall, our results suggest that gespi, along with its com-
ponents, is a good numeric indicator of gene strand preference
and its application in comparative genometrics is an interesting
approach for a preliminary search of patterns of chromosome
structuring. Since the method is not very demanding in terms of
hardware, it is well suited to performing extensive genome
surveys in any laboratory with access to basic computational
resources. Future gespi analyses are expected to help us
understand the evolutionary mechanisms that drive the unequal
gene distribution between the two chromosome strands, as well
as the overall relationships between patterns of genome
organization and lifestyles for different organisms.Materials and methods
To calculate the cumulative gene strand bias index (Cn), let n be the gene
order number, counted from OriC, and si be the index designating its location in
the leading or lagging strand, with 1 corresponding to a gene in the leading strand
and −1 to a gene in the lagging strand.Cn is then expressed as Cn=Cn−1+ si, with
C1= si1.
The calculation of gespi for a given genome is done according the
following assumptions: N being the total number of genes of the genome, let
Nh be the order number of the nearest gene to the chromosome's S/2
coordinate, where S corresponds to the last nucleotide in the genome file and,
therefore, is the genome size in nucleotides. Let r2a be the square of the
Pearson's correlation coefficient between (n1/Nh) and (C1/CNh), corresponding
to the genes in the first half of the genome, and r2b the square of the Pearson's
correlation coefficient between (nNh+1/N) and (CNh+1/CN), corresponding to the
genes in the second half of the genome. With r2w being the square of the
Pearson's correlation coefficient for each window (w) along the genome, the
average of the r2w values can be calculated for each half of the genome, with
the first half being r2wa and the second half being r
2wb. Although r
2 datasets
from different genome segments are not really additive to represent an r2 value
for the whole genome, it is valid to calculate the r2w averages for each genome
segment, which are necessary for the identification of regions with different
gene strand biases within a genome.
It was defined that pa and pb represent the gene fractions that are co-oriented
with replication direction in the first and second genome halves, respectively.
Assuming that a random gene distribution would result in 50% of them in each
strand, any value above 0.5 for pa and pb represents an additive bias toward gene
strand preference, suggesting that selection is acting on the gene distribution.
This defined pa50pa −0.5 and pb50pb −0.5.
The gespi was then determined as gespi= {[(r2a× r2wa× pa50) +
(r2b× r2wb×pb50)]×100}. This index has values between 0 and 100, with 0
representing a complete absence of gene strand bias and 100 representing a
genome completely structured regarding gene strand preference.
Clustering of gespi values and their components for the analyzed genomes
was performed with the HCE3 software (http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/hce/hce3.
html), using the UPGMA linkage method and the Euclidean method for distance
measurement. The dot-plot alignment was constructed with the lbdot software
(http://www.lynnon.com/dotplot/files.html) using recommended configuration
values. Genome sequences were obtained from the NCBI FTP site (ftp://ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov) on August 10, 2006 (Accession Nos. NC_007716, NC_003997,
NC_006274, NC_006582, NC_002570, NC_006322, NC_000964,NC_005957, NC_007503, NC_003366, NC_004557, NC_007907,
NC_004668, NC_006510, NC_006814, NC_005362, NC_004567,
NC_007576, NC_007929, NC_002662, NC_003212, NC_003210,
NC_006055, NC_007644, NC_007633, NC_004829, NC_000908,
NC_006360, NC_007332, NC_007295, NC_006908, NC_005364,
NC_004432, NC_000912, NC_002771, NC_007294, NC_005303,
NC_002951, NC_004461, NC_007168, NC_007350, NC_004116,
NC_004350, NC_003098, NC_004606, NC_006449, NC_003869,
NC_002162, NC_008752.1, NC_003228.3, NC_002929.2, NC_004463.1,
NC_004545.1, NC_002620.2, NC_007899.1, NC_005085.1, NC_009342.1,
NC_002971.3, NC_008025.1, NC_007354.1, NC_002939.4, NC_008571.1,
NC_000915.1, NC_006369.1, NC_008576.1, NC_002678.2, NC_002977.6,
NC_002677.1, NC_002755.2, NC_008767.1, NC_008820.1, NC_008027.1,
NC_007969.1, NC_007778.1, NC_007940.1, NC_003197.1, NC_007606.1,
NC_007513.1, NC_000853.1, NC_006461.1, NC_002967.9, NC_002978.6,
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